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Spin-state ice in geometrically frustrated spin-crossover materials
Jace Cruddas∗ and B. J. Powell
School of Mathematics and Physics, The University of Queensland, QLD 4072, Australia
Spin crossover materials contain metal ions that can access two spin-states: one low-spin (LS), the
other high-spin (HS). We propose that frustrated elastic interactions can give rise to spin-state ices
– phases of matter without long-range order, characterized by a local constraint or ‘ice rule’. The
low-energy physics of spin-state ices is described by an emergent divergence-less gauge field with a
gap to topological excitations that are deconfined quasi-particles with spin fractionalized midway
between the spins of the LS and HS states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frustration, the inability to simultaneously minimize
competing interactions, can produce macroscopically de-
generate classical states [1–3] and long-range entangled
quantum states [4], notably topological spin-liquids [5, 6].
Spin ices, such as Dy2Ti2O7 and Ho2Ti2O7, are an im-
portant class of frustrated magnets. In these systems
the magnetic atoms form a pyrochlore lattice, composed
of vertex sharing tetrahedra, Fig. 1a. The interac-
tions between the magnetic moments are minimized if
two spins point into each tetrahedron and the other two
spins point out. A macroscopic number of states satisfy
this ‘ice rule’, giving rise to an extensive residual en-
tropy. Because the ice rule is a local constraint the low-
energy physics of spin ices is described by an emergent
divergence-less gauge field [6, 7], which gives rise to pinch
point singularities in neutron scattering structure factor
[8]. The quasiparticle excitations above these degenerate
states are magnetic monopoles [9], which are necessar-
ily fractionalized excitations as magnetic monopoles have
not been observed in the vacuum.
The prototypical example of ice physics is water ice,
Fig. 1b. The oxygen ions form a regular lattice with
a proton between each pair of oxygen ions; forming a
covalent bond with one and a hydrogen bond with the
other. Remarkably, the protons lack any kind of long-
range order. Any configuration, obeying the ice rules, of
two covalent bonds and two hydrogen bonds per oxygen
atom is degenerate [10]. This leads to a macroscopic
residual (T = 0) entropy [1, 2]. But it is not known how
commonly ice physics occurs in other classes of materials.
In this paper we propose that ice physics can be re-
alized by frustrated elastic interactions in spin crossover
(SCO) materials. Metal ions in SCO materials can access
two different spin-states: one low-spin (LS) and the other
high-spin (HS) [12–14]. In ‘spin-state ice’ the spin-states
of the metal ions are disordered, but follow a local ice
rule, Fig. 1c,d. The low-energy physics is therefore de-
scribed by a gauge field. We demonstrate this by showing
that the pseudospin structure factor displays pinch point
singularities, characteristic of the Coulomb phase [7]. Im-
portantly, we also show that the spin structure factor in
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FIG. 1. Ice rules in (a) spin ice, (b) water ice, and (c,d)
spin-state ice (SSI). The ice rules for these systems are: (a)
In spin ice two spins must point into each tetrahedron and
the other two must point out. (b) In water ice each oxygen
must form short (covalent) bonds with two hydrogens atoms
and long (hydrogen) bonds with another two. (c) In SSILS
each triangle of the kagome lattice must contain two low spin
(LS) metal ions and one high spin (HS) ion. (d) In SSIHS
each triangle of the kagome lattice must contain two HS ions
and one LS ion.
a weak magnetic field is proportional to the pseudospin
structure factor – therefore, neutron scattering experi-
ments provide a potential smoking gun experiment for
identifying spin-state ices. We also show that the low-
energy excitations are fractionalized, with spins midway
between the spins of the HS and LS states. Finally, we
argue that this physics is responsible for the disordered
spin-states observed [15] in kagome lattice [Co2Fe2] SCO
complexes.
SCO is typically observed in coordination complexes
and frameworks, these materials contain metal ions (of-
ten FeII) surrounded by several ligands. The five d-
orbitals of a single Fe2+ ion contain six electrons, Fig.
2a, with a ground state given by Hund’s rules. However,
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2in a complex or framework the d-orbitals of an FeII ion
are split by the ligand field, ∆, into, say, t2g and eg or-
bitals, Fig. 2b,c. If this splitting is small compared to
the Hund’s rule coupling then the ground state is HS,
Hund’s first rule is obeyed, Fig. 2b. However, if the
splitting is large then the ground state is LS, in accor-
dance with the aufbau principal, Fig. 2c. In general
there will be a enthalpy difference between the HS and
LS states ε = εHS − εLS , where εx is the enthalpy of a
single molecule in spin-state x.
The t2g orbitals are bonding and the eg orbitals are
antibonding. Thus, the metal-ligand bond length in the
HS state is significantly larger than that in the LS state.
This increase is often as much as 10 % [12–14].
Molecules have higher entropies in their HS states
than in their LS states. The most obvious source of
this entropy difference is the electronic (spin) entropy,
Se = kB ln(2S+ 1). For FeII the HS state has spin S = 2
and the LS state is S = 0, so ∆Se = SHSe −SLSe = kB ln 5,
where Sxe is electronic contribution to the entropy of spin-
state x. However, the two spin-states can also have
different orbital entropies and the lengthening of the
metal-ligand bonds concomitant with the change of spin-
state also softens the associated vibrational modes in the
HS complex, further increasing the entropy difference,
∆S. Typically the vibrational contribution is largest and
∆S ∼ 4∆Se [13, 16, 17].
II. PSUEDOSPIN MODEL AND SPIN-STATE
ICE AT ZERO TEMPERATURE
To describe the many-body physics of SCO materials
it is convenient to use a pseudospin notation where the
spin-state of each metal center is labeled by a binary
variable σi, we take σi = 1 if the ith metal center is
HS and σi = −1 if it is LS. As magnetic interactions
between the spins are weak in most SCO materials, it is
convenient to absorb the entropy of a single cluster into
the Hamiltonian [18]. This has the side effect of making
the effective Hamiltonian for a single molecule appear
temperature dependent:
H0 =
∑
i
1
2
(ε− T∆S)σi ≡ Heff
∑
i
σi. (1)
Clearly ε < 0 favors majority HS states at all tem-
peratures. Similarly if ε is large and positive majority
LS states arise. Both cases are commonly observed and
correspond to single molecule magnets and non-magnetic
molecules respectively. However, at T = ε/∆S one ex-
pects a crossover between the low-enthalpy, low-entropy
LS state and the high-enthalpy, high-entropy HS state.
This SCO is indeed observed in many materials and these
form a large and active field of chemistry with hundreds
of known examples [13, 14]. Importantly, in the solid
state, significant hysteresis is often found indicating a
first order transition and thus non-trivial interactions be-
tween metal centers. Furthermore, multi-step transitions
FIG. 2. Outline of the model of spin-crossover materials. a)
Six electrons in five d-orbitals of a transition metal, such as
Fe2+. When placed in an organic cage the orbitals are split
into eg and t2g levels, separated by an energy, ∆. b) The
high-spin (HS) state is filled according to Hund’s first rule.
c) For shorter bond lengths ∆ increases and the orbitals are
filled according to the aufbau principle resulting in the low-
spin (LS) state. d) The Lennard-Jones potential, V (r) (blue
curve) between two molecules separated by a distance r. Near
the minimum, V (r0) = V0, the second derivative is positive
(pink curve), whereas at larger distances the second derivative
becomes negative (green curve). Thus, if the nearest neighbor
separation x ' r0 we expect k1 > 0 but k2 < 0 and k3 < 0.
Note that in general away from the minimum there are also
linear terms and higher order terms, which, because of the
local Z2 symmetry of the model, simply renormalize Heff and
Jn. e) The kagome lattice, with the three nearest neighbor
interactions, k1-k3, marked. The through space interaction,
k3s is not included in our model.
are also observed. Often the intermediate states display
ordered patterns of HS and LS metal centers reminiscent
of antiferromagnetic order [19–22].
In a crystal the change in size of a molecule undergo-
ing a spin-state transition induces elastic interactions on
neighboring molecules [23, 24]. The simplest model [25]
of such interactions is via a spring constant, kn, between
nth nearest neighbor molecules
Hn = kn
2
∑
〈i,j〉n
{ri,j − [R(σi) +R(σj)]}2 , (2)
where R(σi) is the radius of the ith molecule in spin-state
σi such that R(1) > R(−1), ri,j is the instantaneous
bond distance between sites i and j, and 〈i, j〉n indicates
that the sum runs over all nth nearest neighbors. Models
including these interactions have been shown to repro-
duce thermal hysteresis and multi-step SCO transitions
[23, 25].
We make a uniform lattice approximation to the above
model, i.e., we assume that for all nearest neighbors
ri,j = x and that the topology of the lattice is not altered
by changes in the spin-states. Minimizing with respect
to x and expanding the resulting Hamiltonian yields an
3FIG. 3. The zero temperature phase diagram for model (3) of
spin-crossover materials on the kagome lattice for k1 > 0 and
k3 = (3/4)k2. SSI indicates spin-state ice, FSS is ferro-spin-
state; subscripts indicates the majority spin-state. The coex-
istance regions are driven by the interplay of the short-range
elastic interactions, which prefer either SSI (k2 > −k1/3) or
FSS (k2 < −k1/3) order, and the long-range strain (J∞),
which favors minimizing (maximizing) the pseudospin magne-
tization for J∞ < 0 (J∞ > 0). Thus, J∞ drives the formation
of defects, which cluster together to minimize the short range
interactions. The vertical dashed white line and the points
labeled a-d show the parameters explored in Fig. 5.
effective Ising model in a longitudinal field
H =
nmax∑
n=0
Hn
=
nmax∑
n=1
∑
〈i,j〉n
Jnσiσj − J∞
N
∑
i,j
σiσj +Heff
∑
i
σi, (3)
where Jn = α2nkn[R(1) − R(−1)]2, αn is the distance
to the nth nearest neighbor in units of x: {αn} =
{1,√3, 2, . . . }, J∞ = 4
∑
n Jn is a long-range strain in-
teraction, which has equal strength between all sites re-
gardless of their separation, N is the number of lattice
sites, and we have neglected a constant term.
Recently crystals of [Co2Fe2] complexes have been
grown where these complexes lie at the vertices of a
kagome lattice [15]. This system shows a three step SCO
transition with macroscopic spin-state disorder in the low
temperature phase. Motivated by this and recent syn-
thetic progress towards kagome lattice SCO frameworks
[26], we study model (3) on the kagome lattice, Fig. 2e,
with interactions up to third nearest neighbors. There
are two distinct third nearest neighbors; we include the
through-bond interaction, k3, but neglect the through-
space interaction k3s, which one expects to be weaker.
Generically, one expects k1 > 0 because this distance will
be close to minimum of the intermolecular interactions.
However, one expects the longer range elastic constants
k2 and k3 to be negative as long-range interactions gen-
erally fall off rapidly. This is shown explicitly for the
Lennard-Jones potential in Fig. 2d.
Our central result is that we find extended spin-state
ice phases both at zero and non-zero temperatures, Figs.
3–5. At T = 0 we have confirmed analytically that there
are no long-range ordered states with a unit cell of 48 or
fewer sites that have lower energies than the spin-state
ices in the relevant parts of the phase diagram, Fig. 3.
We find two spin-state ice phases: in the majority LS
ice (SSILS; Fig 1c) each triangle contains one HS and
two LS metal centers; conversely the majority HS ice
(SSIHS; Fig 1d) obeys the ice rule that each triangle con-
tains two HS sites and one LS site. Thus, these phases
are analogous to the three state ices of the kagome lat-
tice Ising model in a field, which can be mapped to the
honeycomb dimer model and have an extensive resid-
ual entropy S = 0.108kB associated with the Ising de-
grees of freedom [3]. We also find ferro-spin-state (FSS)
phases, characterized by a (large) pseudospin magnetiza-
tion, m =
∑
i σi/N and no local constraints.
However, the long-range strain interaction, J∞, leads
to important differences between the zero-temperature
phase diagram of model (3) and the Ising model in a
longitudinal field [29]. Most importantly J∞ favors min-
imizing (J∞ < 0) or maximizing (J∞ > 0) the pseu-
dospin magnetization. The short-range elastic interac-
tions favor SSI for k2 > −k1/3 and FSS for k2 < −k1/3
(for k3 = 3k2/4). If J∞ is sufficiently strong it deter-
mines the ground state, with FSS realized for J∞ large
and positive and FSSHS+FSSLS for J∞ large and nega-
tive. For weak negative J∞ the long-range strain causes
defects in the SSIs. The short range elastic interactions
cause the defects to cluster and hence the coexistence of
the various phases, as shown in Fig 3.
III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
To investigate the finite temperature properties of
model (1) we carried out Monte Carlo simulations on
a N = 40 × 40 × 3 sites with periodic boundary con-
ditions allowing single pseudospin flip, worm and loop
moves [30]. Additionally, we employ parallel tempering,
switching between simulations with a Boltzmann proba-
bility. For each point we preform 5000 measurements on
a 4800 site lattice after initializing for 4800 moves with
4800 moves between each measurement.
The calculation of the heat capacity, cV , for this model
has some subtleties. There are two contributions to the
entropy, and thus the heat capacity, (i) the entropy as-
sociated with the individual metal ions, S(1) = m∆S/2;
and (ii) the many-body entropy associated with the con-
figuration of Ising pseudospins, S(N). To calculate the
single molecule term a Savitzky-Golay (SG) filter imple-
mentation [31] was used to fit nHS . These fits are shown
in Fig 5. The resulting analytic expressions were used
to calculate ∂nHS/∂T and thence c
(1)
V = T (∂S
(1)/∂T ) =
T∆S(∂nHS/∂T ). The many-body contribution to heat
capacity is evaluated from the fluctuations in the physical
4FIG. 4. Spin state ice at T > 0 with defects and strings of the majority spin-state highlighted. a) Typical snapshot of a
region of spin-state ice (SSILS). Almost every triangle has two low-spin and one high-spin metal centers, obeying the spin-state
ice rules. There are two exceptions: βLS a triangle with three LS metal centers, which leads to a branching of a string of
LS metal centers, and τLS a triangle with two LS and one HS metal centers, which causes a string of LS metal centers to
terminate. b) Snapshot of a region of SSIHS as it begins to melt in the effective magnetic field, Heff. Most triangles still obey
the spin-state ice rule, but there significant numbers of βHS and τHS defects. There are more βHS than τHS defects leading
to a fraction of HS metal centers, nHS = 0.710 for the configuration this snapshot is taken from, considerably greater than in
defectless SSIHS, where nHS = 2/3. Note also the tendency for the βHS defects to cluster. There are no triangles containing
three LS metal centers, this is typical. The full lattices from which these regions are taken are shown in Figs. S1 and S2 [32].
c) Structure factor for spin ice. The pseudospin structure factor, Sσσ, cf. Eq. (5), displays pinch points at the Brillouin zone
boundaries characteristic of spin-state ice, one of which is circled. This indicates that the low-energy physics of spin-state ice
is described by a divergence-less gauge field [6, 7]. In a magnetic field sufficient to polarize the spins the spin structure factor,
Szz, is proportional to the pseudospin structure factor, cf. Eq. (6). Thus, the pinch points are directly detectable via neutron
scattering. Snapshots taken at (a) kBT = 0.111k1 and k2 = −0.139k1 and (b) kBT = 1.32k1 and k2 = −0.05k1; in both
ε = 1.5k1, k3 = (3/4)k2 and ∆S = 4kB ln 5. Structure factor calculated for k2/k1 = −1.39, k3 = (3/4)k2, kBT = 0.11k1 and
Heff = −1.32k1.
enthalpy, E = H+ T∆S∑i σi, cf. Eq. (1),
c
(N)
V =
〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2
NkBT 2
. (4)
Thus, the physical heat capacity is given by cV = c
(1)
V +
c
(N)
V .
IV. SPIN-STATE ICE AT NON-ZERO
TEMPERATURES
Snapshots from our Monte Carlo simulations reveal
states that obey the ice rules over a large temperature
range, Fig. 4a,b [32]. To confirm that the Monte Carlo
calculations indeed find spin-state ices we have computed
the pseudospin structure factor,
Sσσ(q) = 1
N2
∑
ij
(〈σiσj〉 −m2) eiq.ri,j , (5)
which we plot in Fig. 4c. This clearly shows the pinch
point singularities that are the signature of an ice state
described by a divergence-less gauge field [6, 7].
Pinch points are observed experimentally in neutron
scattering experiments on spin ices [8]. However, the
situation is more complicated for spin-state ice as the
Ising degrees of freedoms are pseudospins and not di-
rectly amenable to neutron scattering. Given the large
structural changes between the two spin-states it is pos-
sible that diffuse x-ray scattering could directly mea-
sure the pseudospin structure factor. Alternatively, one
could use an external magnetic field to align the spins
on the HS sites. For a field in the z-direction one then
has Sz = S + σiδS, where S = (SzHS + S
z
LS)/2 and
δS = (SzHS − SzLS)/2. It follows straightforwardly that
the spin structure factor,
Szz(q) = 1
N2
∑
ij
(〈Szi Szj 〉 −m2S) eiq.ri,j
= Sσσ(q)δS2, (6)
wheremS = (1/N)
∑
i〈Szi 〉 = S+mδS, is identical to the
pseudospin structure factor except for a rescaling of the
relative amplitude of the Bragg peak at the origin due to
the ferri-spin-state (i.e., non-zero m) correlations in the
spin-state ices. As the spin structure factor is directly
measurable via neutron scattering this experiment could
provide direct evidence for the existence of spin-state ices.
Note that one expects that ∆S and thus Heff will depend
on the applied magnetic field, so this requires that the SSI
is stable in the magnetic field.
Monte Carlo simulations also reveal local violations of
the ice rules; two such excitations in SSILS are marked
in Fig. 4a. The defects are a triangle with three LS sites
5FIG. 5. Thermodynamic signatures of spin-state ice. All panels show the heat capacity (left axes; purple), cV ; the fraction
of HS metal centers (right axes; black), nHS = 12 (1 + m) ' χT , where χ is the spin susceptibility, as the spins are weakly
interacting; and ∂nHS/∂T (right axes; pink). Both the data (points) and the SG filtered curve are shown for nHS , observe
that the difference is much smaller than the symbol size. The curves for cV and ∂nHS/∂T are guides to the eye. a) For small
negative enthalpy differences between the HS and LS states (here ε = −k1) the ground state is SSIHS and there is a phase
transition to a high temperature FSSHS, which has majority HS metal centers. The FSSHS phase is adiabatically connected
to the high temperature trivial phase. b) For small positive enthalpy differences (here ε = k1) the ground state is SSILS. As
the temperature is raised there is a first order phase transition to the SSIHS phase, which shows significant “melting” (cf. Fig.
4b) as witnessed by the increase in nHS , followed by a transition to the trivial high temperature phase. c) For larger positive
enthalpy differences (here ε = 4k1) the FSSLS phase occurs at T = 0. As the temperature is increased the system undergoes
three phase transitions: first to SSILS, second to SSIHS and finally to FSSHS. As well as moving through the phase diagram (cf.
Fig. 3) large enthalpy differences also broaden the transitions: d) ε = 8k1; e) ε = 12k1; and f) ε = 16k1. For large enthalpy
differences thermally induced SSI phases are quite narrow and the transitions are very broad. Thus, if only the fraction of
HS states is calculated, or if only χT is measured, the SSI phased could be dismissed as simply a broad single step HS to LS
transition. However, cV and ∂nHS/∂T both show clear signatures of the phase transition. In all panels the dashed vertical
lines mark the phase transitions and k2 = −0.139k1, ∆S = 4kB ln 5, k3 = (3/4)k2.
(βLS) and another with one LS and two HS sites (τLS).
Alternatively, one can view the SSILS as long strings of
LS sites; then the defects correspond to branching (βLS)
and terminating (τLS) strings. To understand the prop-
erties of these excitations it is helpful to consider the
system in a magnetic field in the z-direction that polar-
izes the spins. As each site belongs to two triangles, the
SSILS vacuum has a net spin SzLSvac =
1
2 (2S
z
LS + S
z
HS)
per triangle. Thus, a βLS-excitation carries a net spin
of SzβLS =
3
2S
z
LS − SzLSvac = −δS and the net spin of an
τLS-excitation is SzτLS =
1
2 (S
z
LS + 2S
z
HS) − SzLSvac = δS.
Analogous excitations are found in the SSIHS phase, Fig.
4b, with SzHSvac =
1
2 (2S
z
HS+S
z
LS) per triangle; S
z
βHS
= δS
and SzτHS = −δS. In contrast a single pseudospin flip is
a ±2δS excitation. Depending on the number of d elec-
trons on the metal ion, it is possible for the fractionalized
τ and β excitations to carry either spin 1/2 or 1, Table
I.
To properly understand the physics of the defects a
quantum description of the spin is required. For con-
creteness we specialize to SSIHS and the most experi-
mentally important case, d6. The ideal SSIHS is charac-
terized by strings of SHS = 2 ions separated by SLS = 0
ions. Although exchange interactions are small compared
to elastic interactions that cause the SSI they are not
negligible in the low T quantum analysis of the spin. If
the nearest neighbor exchange interactions dominate, the
spin Hamiltonian is simply the one-dimensional S = 2
Heisenberg model along the HS strings. It is well known
that this model has a Haldane gap [27]. The τHS defects
are terminating strings, and give rise to a fractionalized
S = 1 states localized at the ends of the strings [27]. The
βHS defects are branches in the strings and are topolog-
ically equivalent to a Y-junction, where again one finds
a S = 1 fractionalized excitation localized at the defect
[28]. Thus, this quantum analysis is entirely consistent
with the classical conclusion that the quasiparticles carry
a fractionalized spin δS = ∆SSCO/2. For d4, d5, or d7
SLS 6= 0, which makes the analysis considerably more
complicated.
6d4 d5 d6 d7
SHS 2 5/2 2 3/2
SLS 1 1/2 0 1/2
∆SSCO 1 2 2 1
δS 1/2 1 1 1/2
TABLE I. Spin states relevant for octahedral complexes.
SCO can occur for metal ions with d4-d7 electrons. ∆SSCO =
SHS−SLS = 2δS is the magnitude in the change in spin when
a single molecule undergoes SCO. δS is the spin carried by
the fractionalized quasiparticles.
Spin-state transitions of a single ion on a triangle where
the ice rule is violated are low energy processes and allow
defects to move. Explicitly this requires a majority-spin
to minority-spin transition at a β defect or a minority-
spin to majority-spin transition at a τ defect. These pro-
cesses change β defects in τ defects and vice versa. Thus,
one immediately sees that the numbers of β and τ defects
are not conserved. However, there is a conserved topolog-
ical charge associated with the motion of the excitations:
Q = ηδS, where η = +1 (−1) for 4 (5) triangles [29].
At T = 0 it only costs a finite energy to move at pair of
excitations infinitely far apart. Hence, the fractionalized
spin-δS excitations are deconfined.
At non-zero temperatures the SSI vacuum can become
unstable with respect to the spontaneous production of
defects. As the spin-state ice is generically in an effective
magnetic field (Heff 6= 0) the equilibrium states generi-
cally contain unequal numbers of β and τ quasiparticles
as the ice begins to melt. A snapshot of a melting ice,
Fig. 4b [32], shows many defects but more branches than
terminating strings, indicative of a greater fraction of HS
ions than for pure SSIHS (nHS = 2/3).
While the spin-state ice rules that emerge from model
(3) are analogous to the spin ice rules for kagome ice in
a field [33], the model itself has important differences.
The long-range strain plays a crucial role in determining
which state is realized. First, let us consider the effects of
J∞ at T = 0 (cf. Fig. 3). J∞ > 0 favors the maximiza-
tion of the pseudospin magnetization and when the J∞
terms dominates one finds a FSS phase, with the spin-
state selected by effective field, Heff = ε/2. For weaker
J∞ (k2 and k3 more negative) the short-range interac-
tions dominate and stabilize spin-state ice states, again
the majority spin-state is determined by Heff. On the
other hand J∞ < 0 favors equal numbers of high- and
low-spin metal centers (m = 0); this drives coexisting
domains of the two polarizations in both the FSS and
spin-state ice phases.
A second important difference emerges at finite tem-
perature (cf. Fig. 5). Heff is temperature dependent
and changes sign at T = ε/∆S, cf. Eq. (1). This
can drive first order transitions from SSILS to SSIHS or
from FSSLS to FSSHS, the latter corresponding to the
classic spin-crossover transition. We also find parameter
regimes where a SSI phase intervenes between the two
FSS phases, Fig. 5c-f. At the highest temperatures stud-
ied the FSSHS crosses over to a trivial phase. Thus, while
scattering experiments could provide “smoking gun” evi-
dence for spin-state ice, there are also clear signatures in
thermodynamic probes, as shown in Fig. 5, which could
provide an important means for the first identification of
SSI phases experimentally.
The enthalpy difference between the HS and LS states
(ε = εHS − εLS) has two important consequences for
the finite temperature behavior of the system, Fig. 5.
Firstly, we have already seen that ε plays an important
role in determining the zero temperature physics (cf. Fig.
3). This, in turn, helps determine the finite temperature
behavior. For large positive ε (Fig. 5c-f) we observe
four phases. At the lowest temperatures an FSSLS phase
that first gives way to a SSILS phase as the temperature
is raised. When the temperature raised sufficiently to
change the sign of Heff [cf. Eq. (1)] there is a transi-
tion from SSILS to SSIHS. Finally there is a transition
from SSIHS to FSSHS, which gradually becomes the triv-
ial high temperature phase. Note that at high tempera-
tures HS and LS metal ions are not equally likely because
of their intrinsic entropy difference. The pseudospin mag-
netization m → tanh(∆S/2kB) as T → ∞, which gives
nHS → 625/626 ' 0.9984 for ∆S = 4kB ln 5, the value
studied in Fig. 5. For small positive ε (Fig. 5b) the
SSILS phase is found at T = 0 and the FSSLS phase is
not realized at any temperature, but otherwise the finite
temperature physics is quite similar to large positive ε,
with the SSIHS and FSSHS/trivial phases realized as the
temperature is raised. For small negative ε (Fig. 5a) one
has the SSIHS phase at zero temperature. No majority
LS phases are found at any temperature. Nevertheless,
the finite temperature physics is similar to that of for pos-
itive ε, but with the low temperature majority LS phases
removed. For large negative ε (not shown) the FSSHS
phases occurs at all temperatures. This can all be under-
stood straightforwardly as the ε sets the minimum Heff,
cf. Eq. (1).
Secondly, the breadth of the transition is highly de-
pendent on enthalpy difference between the HS and LS
states. For small |ε| we see sharp, well defined signa-
tures of the phase transitions via both peaks in the heat
capacity and steps in the fraction of HS ions. As ε in-
creases these features become increasingly washed out
and crossover-like. The magnetic susceptibility, χ, is the
most commonly measured property of SCO materials:
because of the extremely weak spin interactions typically
found in these materials, nHS ∝ χT . For the largest ε
studied (Fig. 5f) the SSI phases are confined to a nar-
row region around Heff = 0 and the changes in nHS oc-
cur rather slowly. Thus, if only χT were measured SSI
physics could easily be dismissed as a broad single step
SCO between FFSLS and FFSHS, which are rather com-
mon. On the other hand, there are clear maxima in the
specific heats even at ε = 16k1, showing that clear ther-
modynamic signatures of phase transitions or crossovers
into, out of, and between the SSI phases remain. These
maxima are also found in ∂nHS/∂T , which is a more
7routine measurement in the spin crossover community.
It is interesting to note that this is not just a straight-
forward consequence of c(1)V ∝ ∂nHS/∂T . Rather, we
find that c(N)V  c(1)V in all cases studied: even near the
phase transitions. Thus, the critical fluctuations present
in both the single-body and many-body contributions to
the entropy.
V. OUTLOOK
Clear evidence of spin-state disorder has recently been
found from x-ray crystallographic studies of the inter-
mediate temperature phase of [Co2Fe2] complexes on
kagome lattices [15]. Our works suggests that spin-state
ice physics is at play. However, in this material the three
sublattices of the kagome lattice sit at three crystallo-
graphically inequivalent sites. Thus, one should expect,
at least, different ε on the different sublattices, which
complicates the emergence of ice physics.
Natural questions arising for our work include: what
is the quantum mechanical ground state of the elastic
Hamiltonian? And how large are the quantum effects?
Both the spins and the harmonic oscillators are quantum
objects. Based on the analogy to spin ices, one might ex-
pect a quantum spin-state liquid. As quantum effects are
large for phonons, one might expect the quantum effects
to be significant. Furthermore, as light and spin-orbit
coupling can drive transitions between LS and HS (and
vice versa) [12–14], they may act as “transverse fields” in
the Ising-like model.
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